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1.  Three parts of it have little to do with the title animal, with the connection being a common character described in each as a“little boy”.  Gitano rides off with a sword in "The Great Mountains."  Grandfather bores everyone with his tales of crossing the Plains in "The Leader of the People."  And Jody is forced to cut open Nellie's uterus with a pocketknife in "The Promise."  "The Gift" however deals directly with Gabilan, the title horse who dies despite the promises of Billy Buck.  For ten points - name this work by John Steinbeck.
Answer: The Red Pony

2. In 1538, he had Diego de Almagro--his former business partner-executed, but three years later, he himself was killed by Diego's son in revenge.  In better days, Diego had financed this man's sea expeditions, the first and second of which were forced back to Panama City, but the third resulted in the founding of San Miguel.  From there he marched overland to (ka-ha-MAR-ka) Cajamarca, where he successfully captured Atahualpa.  For ten points - name this first Spanish Viceroy of Peru who toppled the Incan Empire.
Answer: Francisco Pizarro

3.  Apprenticed and educated in Germany, he chose to practice as a pharmacist instead of becoming a chemistry professor.  His treatise on manganese helped discover chlorine but he is more famous for his 1777 publication “On Air and Fire” in which he described how to isolate another element. Unfortunately for him, he published it shortly after Joseph Priestly. For ten points, name this Swedish chemist who co-discovered oxygen.
Answer: Karl Scheele

4.  She is revered as a goddess and hidden away by her father, [nee-lah-kahn-tah] Nilakantha.  British army officer [JHAY-rahld] Gérald sneaks into her garden, and they fall in love despite Gérald's engagement to Ellen.  The opera ends badly for the lovers when Gérald returns to Ellen and the title character eats a poisonous datura flower.  Set in India, its most famous song is the Flower Duet.  For ten points, name this opera written by [lay-oh duh-LEEB] Léo Delibes. 
Answer: Lakmé

5.  Located on Washington Place, this building is now used by New York University as classroom and office space.  In the winter of 1909 the employees of the namesake company decided to go on strike as 20,000 workers, both black and white, picketed side by side. Several years later, the owners of the company went on trial, and there was a parade in New York City that drew 100,000 people out in support of the employees. For 10 points - name this company whose 1911 fire led to new building regulations.
Answer: Triangle Shirtwaist Factory

6.  The first $25 million will be paid by the London Protection and Indemnity Club through a policy held by Crown Resources. A total of $176 million can be paid through the IOPCF.  Prime Minister Jose Maria Aznar will ask the EU to pay a 30-euro per diem while Galician fishermen are unable to work.  None of this is expected to come close to the costs of clearing up the Spanish coast as the oil from, for ten points, what tanker continues to wash ashore.
Answer: Prestige

7.  From 1908 until 1920, this professor was director of the psychology laboratory at Johns Hopkins, taking time off to serve as a military psychologist during World War I.  Before that he had published his Animal Education, however his most famous works were written after he left Hopkins.  His study of psychology restricted the field to the study of objectively observable behavior.  For 10 points – name this author of Psychological Care of Infant and Child and Behaviorism.
Answer: John Broadus Watson

8.  Also called Balmung and Notung, according to the Prose Edda, it was so sharp that it could cut wool drifting in the current and so hard that it could split Regin's anvil down to its base.  Its victims eventually included Regin, Hagen, and the dragon Fafnir.   In the Volsunga Saga, we learn that Odin had placed it in the Branstock tree where only its rightful owner, Siegfried, could remove it.  For ten points, name this sword that shares its name with a unit of mass.
Answer: Gram

9.  On September 5, 2002, U.S. Representative Mike Ross praised this Pine Bluff, Arkansas native in a floor statement.  In 1993, he was picked 20th overall in Major League Baseball's amateur draft. He struggled through the Minors and finally got his shot at the majors in 1997 with Tom Kelly's Minnesota Twins.  For ten points, name this two-time Gold Glove center fielder who talked about Arkansas after making highlight reels for robbing Barry Bonds of a homerun in the 2002 MLB All-star Game.
Answer: Torii Hunter

10.  He founded a “guerilla theater” at the university he teaches at in 1978 with the intention of attacking internal political corruption.  Political themes abound in his work as his A Dance of the Forests was commissioned to celebrate his nation's independence, while in A Man Died, he recounts his 2-year solitary confinement for failing to be sufficiently anti-Biafran.  For 10 points - name this Nobel Laureate who satirized Nigeria's leaders in Madmen and Specialists.
Answer: Akinwande Oluwole "Wole" Soyinka

11.  In the 1920s under this man's leadership an airport and a municipal railway were built in Cologne.  Forced out of office by the Nazis in 1933, he briefly returned to his post as mayor of Cologne after the war.  After being dismissed by the local British military commander, he became Chairman, in 1946, of the right-center Christian Democratic Union in the Rhineland area.  For ten points, name this man who from 1949-1963 served as the Chancellor of West Germany.
Answer: Konrad Adenauer

12.  NASA's official website states of these that"we have absolutely no idea what kind, or kinds, of objects are responsible."  To investigate, NASA plans to launch the SWIFT spacecraft in 2003 to augment HETE-2 and the Compton GRO.  The objects have been spotted at magnitude 9, and when they were found to originate from outside our galaxy, scientists realized that each one must be several hundred times brighter than all the stars in the universe, combined.  For ten points, name these brief, violent flashes of light abbreviated GRB.
Answer: Gamma Ray Bursts
Accept:  GRB before stated

13.  Originally an artist without a true style, he finally found his niche with the 1548 painting of St Mark.  After his death, he was seen as one of the foremost influences on the Baroque style.  A mannerist, he depicted the last supper from a diagonal perspective.  Paintings include Battle between Turks and Christians, The Origin of the Milky Way, and St. George and the Dragon.  For 10 points - name this painter born Jacopo Robusti known more commonly by a nickname meaning "little dyer."
Answer: Tintoretto 
Accept: Jacopo Robusti early

14.  His older sister Deborah was sent by the Navy Judge Advocate General to Guantanamo Bay on a case involving Marines accused of killing a fellow Marine.  The incident inspired to him to write the play-turned-movie A Few Good Men.  His other screenplays include Malice and The American President.  His greatest success, however, has been with television where he writes about another American president, Josiah Bartlet.  For ten points, name this creator-writer-producer of The West Wing.
Answer: Aaron Sorkin



15.  She is depicted as the prototypical heroine in Helen Hunt Jackson's Mercy Philbrick's Choice.  Emily Bronte's poem "No Coward Soul Is Mine" was recited at her funeral by Thomas Wentworth Higginson, with whom she corresponded for twenty-four years.  The 1945 collection Bolts of Melody contained posthumously added works previously suppressed because of a family feud.  For ten points, name this 19th century poet known as "The Belle of Amherst."
Answer: Emily Elizabeth Dickinson

16.  His name translates as "he who comes in peace." Though he once was thought only to be a mythological character, his existence was proven by the end of the 19th century. Sometimes considered the world's first doctor, he wrote the earliest dated medical text, which described 48 different injuries.  He is also more commonly thought to be the world's first architect, a position he served under Zoser the First, the second king of Egypt's third dynasty. For ten points, name this architect of the step pyramid at Saqqara.
Answer: Imhotep

17.  The sensation given by this cyclical terpene is caused by its binding to Transient Receptor Potential molecules--receptors that regulate temperature sense.  A local anesthetic that helps relieve itching and causes the skin to tingle, this chemical occurs naturally and is the principal constituent of peppermint oil.  For ten points, name this chemical that imparts a "cool" sensation and remains an active ingredient of Cepacol, some cigarettes, Ben Gay, and Vicks.
Answer: Menthol

18.  It is actually three volcanoes, and its most recent eruption was in 1707.  Features include the five lakes and the "sea of trees with evil spirits,"--a forest containing a maze of rocks that remains a popular suicide destination.  It rises to a height of 12,389 feet, and more than 200,000 people climb it a year, including a recent group of breast cancer survivors who climbed it in part because it was barred to women until the Meiji Era.  For ten points, identify this tallest mountain of Honshu.
Answer: Mt. Fuji or Fujiyama or Fuji-no-Yama or Fujisan

19.  Coming to an abrupt end because of the beginning of the Franco-Prussian War, it was considered to be the twentieth of its kind, but the first in over 300 years.  Convened to confirm the opinions stated in the Syllabus of Errors, it left 51 statements incomplete, but did pass the Dei Filius, stating the Church's position on faith and reason, and Pastor Aeternus, stating the doctrine of papal infallibility.  For 10 points - name this council, meeting between 1869 and 1870 in Saint Peter's Basilica.
Answer: First Vatican Council or Vatican I

20.  The first film to use a soap and water combination to simulate snow instead of painted cornflakes, this film originated from a story the Civil War historian Philip Van Doren Stern wrote and inserted into his 1943 Christmas card entitled "The Greatest Gift."  The main character of the story is George Pratt, and those few typewritten sheets of paper did not include such memorable characters as Bert and Ernie and Mr. Potter.  For ten points, name this 1946 film adapted by Frank Capra and starring Donna Reed and Jimmy Stewart.
Answer: It's a Wonderful Life

21.  In 1968, 116 elementary school children and teachers fell ill to it in rural Ohio.  Found to be caused by a previously unknown spherical virus, the CDC then named it for that Ohio city.  In the 1990’s, it was responsible for three outbreaks of illness in Louisiana caused by shellfish contaminated by infected fecal matter.  More recently, strains similar to it have been deemed responsible for sickness on the Ryndam, the Amsterdam, and the Ocean Princess.  For ten points, name this cruise-ship-grounding virus.
Answer: Norwalk (accept Norwalk-like virus)


22.  The traditional style is the Egyptian [rocks SHARK-ee] Raqs Sharqi, in which the Saidi music may be played by a rebaba.  Traditional dance includes a cane dance or a candelabra dance, and the dancers usually play finger cymbals.  The dance style itself is characterized by "layering," such as adding a shimmy over the top of a wide hip circle.  For ten points, name this dance style named because the baladi dress's cutout exposes the dancer's undulating midriff.
Answer: Belly Dancing

23.  It argues that no one reading of the text, even the authors' intended reading, has priority.  Instead, this method claims that each work is incoherent because its own key terms can be understood only by revealing their opposites.  However, the process never stops and collapses into a dialectic.  Practitioners seek to find the internal conflicts that "decenter" the text.  For ten points, name this analytical method championed by Jacques Derrida.
Answer: deconstructionism

24.  The name's the same.  This question category by this name was banned from “Jeopardy!” because so many questions remained unanswered.  The [BLANK] anemone is called the windflower.  [BLANK] Buffalo National Park is in Canada.  Methanol is this kind of spirit.  Oliver [BLANK] teaches Harry Potter quidditch.  It also names an ibis, a peewee, louse, a tick, a duck, a thrush, a chuck, painter Grant, and actor Elijah.  For ten points, name this four-letter word.
Answer: Wood

25.  Written at age 16 after the poet read Blair, Cowper, Southey, and White, it was first published in the North American Review in 1817.  Reminiscent of Wordsworth’s “A Slumber Did My Spirit Seal,” it was edited four years later, the same year the author was admitted to the bar in Massachusetts, when he added 17 lines to the beginning and 15 to the end, significantly altering the poem's meaning.  For ten points, name this poem, whose title is Greek for "view of death," written by William Cullen Bryant.
Answer: Thanatopsis

26.  This man’s son published his annotated edition of Diophantus' Arithmetica in 1670 and conversations with Huygens produced his 1656 work “New Account of Discoveries in the Science of Numbers." His own copy of Arithmetica has very large margins, but apparently these margins were not large enough, for a side note states, "I have discovered a truly remarkable proof which this margin is too small to contain."  For ten points, name this French mathematician whose last theorem was proved in 1993 by Andrew Wiles.
Answer: Pierre de Fermat
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1.  Identify the following British dependencies for the stated number of points.
A. (5) With its capital at Port Stanley, this island territory in the Atlantic Ocean was the object of dispute in a 1982 Anglo-Argentine war.
Answer: Falkland Islands or 
Accepts: Islas Malvinas
B. (10) With a capital at Douglas, this British Crown dependency lies in the Irish Sea and was settled by the Vikings in the 9th century.
Answer: Isle of Man
C. (5) This British dependent territory, with capital at Plymouth, is part of the Leeward Islands in the eastern Caribbean.  It was devastated by Hurricane Hugo in 1989.
Answer: Montserrat
D. (10) After transferring several islands to the Seychelles, this territory now consists of six small islands with Diego Garcia being the only inhabited one.
Answer: British Indian Ocean Territory

2.  While having an affair with Cybill Shepherd, Peter Bogdanovitch directed three successful films.  Name each from clues for 10 points each.
A. (10) Bogdanovich was 31 when he directed Shepherd in this film based on a Larry McMurtry novel.
Answer: The Last Picture Show
B. (10) The performance by nine-year-old Tatum O'Neal won her an Oscar in this film.
Answer: Paper Moon
C. (10) Madeline Kahn made her film debut in this screwball comedy where Ryan O'Neal tries to recover Barbara Streisand's luggage.
Answer: What's Up, Doc?

3.  Identify the following Shakespearean quotes, 5 points for the play and another 5 for the speaker.
A. (5/5) "Rich gifts wax poor when givers prove unkind."
Answer: Ophelia in Hamlet
B. (5/5) “Woe, woe for England! not a whit for me.  For I, too fond, might have prevented this.”
Answer: Hastings in Richard III
C. (5/5) "Let us be sacrificers, but not butchers."
Answer: Brutus in Julius Caesar

4.  Ted Shackley, the CIA's "Blond Ghost" was the CIA station chief in Laos.  Answer these questions about him, for ten points each.
A. (10) First, in what Laotian capitol was Shackley stationed?
Answer: Vientiene
B. (10) Shackley coordinated the efforts against the Lao Communists who went by this name that means "Lao People" in English.
Answer: Pathet Lao [PÄT-ut lou]
C. (10) To counter the Pathet Lao, Shackley provided artillery and bombers to Vang Pao, a warlord from this tribe.
Answer: Hmong



5.  Science Magazine recently announced the "Breakthroughs of the Year" for 2002.  For 10 points each.
A. (10) the second runner up was the sequencing of several genomes, including that of Plasmodium falciparum.  What disease is caused by Plasmodium falciparum?
Answer: malaria
B. (10) the first runner up was the discovery by the Sudbury Observatory that these particles can change flavor.
Answer: neutrinos
C. (10) The grand champion was the discovery that RNA interference can explain inherited traits that are not accompanied by DNA changes.  Such transmissible but non-genetic effects are called what?
Answer: Epigenetic effects

6.  Name the following about recent Kenyan elections for 10 points  each.
A. (10) This presidential candidate of the National Rainbow Coalition won a landslide victory over the KANU candidate.
Answer: Mwai Kibaki
B. (10) Kibaki's victory was over Uhuru Kenyatta, the handpicked successor of this outgoing KANU president.
Answer: Daniel Arap Moi 
C. (10) KANU is an acronym standing for this.
Answer: Kenya African National Union

7.  There are three main periods of Greek sculpture.  For ten points each, given a description, name the period.
A. (10) Lasting from 600 to 480 B.C., sculpture from this period appears stiff and is similar to Egyptian sculpture.  An example is the Ionian Kore from the Acropolis Museum.
Answer: Archaic
B. (10) The second period, which lasted until 300 B.C., often portrayed females nude and with flowing robes.  Examples include Polykleitos' Wounded Amazon.
Answer: Classical
C. (10) Sculpture in the third period is characterized by idealism of youth and strength.  An example is the Nike of Samothrace.
Answer: Hellenistic

8.  Identify the following related terms from economics, for ten points each.
A. (10) The economic term that measures the negative relationship between unemployment and real GDP and states that each 1 percent decline in unemployment results in a 2 percent increase in real GDP.
Answer: Okun's law
B. (10) The economic model that explains the negative relationship between unemployment and inflation.
Answer: Phillips curve
C. (10) The equation that states that the nominal interest rate is equal to expected inflation plus the real interest rate.
Answer: Fisher equation

9.  Name these minor characters of J.R.R. Tolkien's Lord of the Rings trilogy for 10 points each.
A. (10) He had a long talk with Bilbo at Rivendell, but is better know as the father of Gimli.
Answer: Gloin
B. (10) This ent was burned during the siege of Isengaard.
Answer: Beechbone
C. (10) This was the name used by the Princess Eowyn when she was disguised as a man.
Answer: Dernhelm



10.  For the stated number of points, name these appointed senators of the 20th century.
A. (5) He was appointed to the Senate in 1964, after his predecessor, Hubert Humphrey, was elected Vice President.  Twelve years later, he was elected VP himself.
Answer: Walter Frederick Mondale
B. (10) Governor Tom Dewey appointed this New Yorker to the Senate in 1949.  Four years later, he would become Secretary of State.  
Answer: John Foster Dulles
C. (15) This Democrat from New Mexico, appointed to the Senate in 1933, is best known today as the namesake of the 1939 act forbidding federal employees from engaging in political activity.
Answer: Carl Atwood Hatch

11.  Identify these writers of the Harlem Renaissance given works, for ten points each
A. (10) Montage of a Dream Deferred, Not Without Laughter
Answer: [James] Langston Hughes
B. (10) The Black Christ, One Way to Heaven
Answer: Counteé Cullen
C. (10) A Long Way from Home, Harlem Shadows
Answer: Claude McKay

12.  Name these things related to the Compaq-Hewlett Packard merger for 10 points each.
A. (10) This former HP CEO now leads the combined company.
Answer: Carleton Fiorina
B. (10) This pre-merger HP President left in November 2002 to run what is left of WorldCom
Answer: Michael Capellas
C. (10) The combined company dominates the printer market, with a 39% share.  The next-nearest competitor is this company with a 23% market share.
Answer: Epson

13.  For ten points each, name these social scientists from their complete entries in the World Almanac 2003.
A. (10) 1864-1920, German sociologist; The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism
Answer: Max Weber
B. (10) 1809-65, French social theorist; father of anarchism; The Philosophy of Property.
Answer: Pierre Joseph Proudhon
C. (10) 1858-1917, French, a founder of modern sociology; The Rules of Sociological Method.
Answer: Emile Durkheim

14.  Name the doctors of the Catholic Church from their written works for the stated number of points each
A. (10) Summa Theologica
Answer: Thomas Aquinas
B. (10) Breviloquium, Journey of the Mind to God, Life of St. Francis of Assisi 
Answer: Bonaventure
C. (10) The Way of Perfection, The Interior Castle, The Foundations
Answer: Theresa of Avila

15.  The switch from an antibody-type immune response to a cellular immune response is mediated by a group of proteins called cytokines.  For 10 points each: identify these type-1 cytokines from their acronyms.
(10) INF-gamma
Answer: Interferon gamma
(10) IL-2
Answer: Interleukin 2
(10) TNF-beta
Answer: Tumor Necrosis Factor beta

16.  For 10 points each, identify these things about the recent UN weapons inspections in Iraq.
A. (10) The two international groups carrying out inspections are the International Atomic Energy Agency and this commission.
Answer: UNMOVIC (or United National Monitoring, Verification, and Inspections Commission)
B. (10) This man is the Chief of UNMOVIC.
Answer: Hans Blix
C. (10) UNMOVIC activities are primarily authorized under this numbered 2002 UN resolution.
Answer: 1441

17.  Given paintings by African Americans, name the painter of each.
A. (10) The Banjo Lesson and The Thankful Poor
Answer: Henry Ossawa Tanner
B. (10) The End of the War: Starting Home and Cabin in the Cotton
Answer: Horace Pippin
C. (10) Battle of Bennington, Sugaring Off, and Old Checkered House in Winter
Answer: "Grandma" Moses (accept: Anna Mary Robertson)

18.  Identify the following state-named rivers, given communities along which each river flow for 10 points each.
A. (10) Dodge City, Kansas and Wichita, Kansas.
Answer: Arkansas River
B. (10) West Lebanon, Bellows Falls, and Old Saybrook.
Answer: Connecticut River
C. (10) Bullhead City and Lake Havasu City
Answer: Colorado River

19.  Identify the following related to Shinto, 5-10-15.
A. (5) In the 19th century, Shinto replaced which religion as Japan's state religion?
Answer: Buddhism
B. (10) In English, "Shinto" translates roughly as this.
Answer: Way of the Gods (accept equivalents)
C. (15) Shinto and Buddhism were united in the ninth century by Kukai, or Kobo Daishi, under this name, the Japanese for "the Shinto of two kinds."
Answer: Ryobu Shinto
 
20.  Identify the following geographically titled Billy Joel songs from lyrics, for 10 points each.
A. (10) "They held a concert out in Brooklyn / To watch the island bridges blow."
Answer: Miami 2017
B. (10) "Some folks like to get away / Take a holiday from their neighborhood."
Answer: New York State of Mind
C. (10) "But the restlessness was handed down / And it's getting very hard to stay."
Answer: Allentown

21.  Given a Pulitzer Prize winning drama and another work, identify the playwright for ten points each.
A. (10) Fences, Black Bart and the Sacred Hills
Answer: Answer: August Wilson
B. (10) The Skin of Our Teeth, The Eighth Day
Answer: Thornton Wilder
C. (10) Driving Miss Daisy, The Last Night of Ballyhoo
Answer: Alfred Uhry



22.  Identify the following about Normandy, for ten points each:
(10) The region came to be known as Normandy when what French king gave the area to a band of Viking raiders?
Answer: Charles III
(10) This duke of Normandy led an invasion of England in 1066.
Answer: William II of Normandy or William I of England or William the Conquerer

(10) Normandy was an English possession until 1204, when this king of France conquered it.
Answer: Phillip II Augustus

23.  Answer the following about types of integrals for 10 points each.
A. (10) This basic type of integral is evaluated as the limit of a sequence of sums of rectangles as the mesh size of the partition approaches zero.
Answer: Riemann integral
B. (10) This generalization of the Riemann integral always has the same value where both types of integrals exist.  It is name for the Frenchman who developed it in 1902.
Answer: Lebesgue integral
C. (10) All types of integrals must satisfy this property, which states that for an increasing sequence of measurable functions, the integral of the limit of the sequence is equal to the limit of the integrals.
Answer: monotone convergence

24.  Identify these “global” musical works for ten points each:
A. (10) Also known as the E Minor Symphony, the ninth symphony by Antonin Dvorak was inspired by Longfellow’s Hiawatha and the travels in the United States.
Answer: New World Symphony or Symphony From the New World
B. (10) This 1908 work of Gustav Mahler is an orchestral song cycle based on classical Chinese poetry
Answer: Song of the Earth 
Accept: Das Lied von der Erde
C. (10) Paul Hindemith wrote this 1957 opera about the life of Johannes Kepler which first appeared in 1952 in symphony form.
Answer: The Harmony of the World 
Accept: Die Harmonie Der Welt 

25.  Name the six-letter word from definitions, 30-20-10
(30) The Merck Manual describes it as "A rare, fluid-filled neuroglial cavity within the spinal cord . . . or in the brain stem."
(20) It also names the vocal organ of birds that is a modified form of the trachea or bronchi.
(10) She was the nymph who was turned into reeds when she fled from Pan.
Answer: Syrinx

26.  Name these American World War II generals For 10 points each.
A. (10) This Commander of the 82nd Airborne division became the US commanding general during the Korean war
Answer: Matthew Ridgeway
B. (10) He was Eisenhower's Chief of Staff and later became Director of the CIA
Answer: Walter Bedell Smith
C. (10) When the German's asked him to surrender at Bastogne, this one-star general responded "Nuts"
Answer: Anthony McAuliffe

